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Abstract

Introduction: Pitch is important for perception of speech. It is an imperative acoustic cue for differentiating gender, age, emotion and culture, etc. In certain languages, pitch also changes the linguistic meaning of the word. Mandarin, Cantonese, Thai, etc. (tonal languages) are few such languages where the pitch contour varies the meaning of the word. Researchers reported that language tone and pitch contour influence the pitch perception, but the results were inconclusive. The role of linguistic meaning was also sparsely investigated in the context of pitch perception. Thus, the present study was designed to assess the influence of language tone, linguistic meaning, and pitch contour on the perception of pitch. Methods: Fifty adult Mandarin and Kannada speaking individuals were selected, and their pitch perception abilities were measured using a 15-step categorical perception paradigm. The stimuli were Mandarin meaningful and nonmeaningful syllables varying in their pitch contour from rising to falling fundamental frequency in one set and falling to rising fundamental frequency in another set of continuum. Results: Univariate ANOVA was used to compare the effect of language background, linguistic meaning, and pitch contour on the perception of pitch. Results indicate no significant effect of linguistic background ($P > 0.05$) and linguistic meaning ($P > 0.05$), but the mean values were significantly different across pitch contour ($P = 0.001$). Conclusion: The language tone and linguistic meaning have no significant influence on the pitch perception, but the categorical boundary was wider for Kannada language participants and for nonmeaningful stimuli. Pitch contour significantly affects the perception of pitch. There are differential perceptual processes which are dependent on the native languages.
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Introduction

Pitch is the psychological correlate of the fundamental frequency and is important for speech perception.$^{[1]}$ The quality of the sound is dependent on the highness or lowness of tone pitch along with other acoustic cues. It is a major cue for the identification of suprasegmental aspects of speech;$^{[2]}$ helpful in gender identification;$^{[3,4]}$ age identification;$^{[5,6]}$ emotional arousal;$^{[7]}$ cultural variations;$^{[8]}$ and sociocultural aspects.$^{[9]}$ The change in pitch does not vary the meaning of spoken words or sentences in most of the Indo-European languages such as English, Hindi, and Sanskrit, but in Sino-Tibetan languages such as Mandarin, Cantonese, and Thai, the change in the pitch contours changes the meaning of the words. Such languages where the meaning of the words is dependent on the pitch contour within a syllable are known as tonal languages.

Perception of pitch is a topic of scientific enquiry. The contour tone of pitch is perceived categorically.$^{[10]}$ The categorical perception indicates that the gradually morphed stimulus is perceived as discrete identities in the auditory system. Thus, the pitch perception is categorical when the continuum involves the change in the direction of the pitch contour.$^{[11]}$ In the last decade, a surge of interest has been developed to assess the pitch contour contrasts of tonal languages.$^{[12-14]}$ Mandarin Chinese is one such tonal language involving contour tones which is perceived categorically. Researchers reported strong evidences of categorical perception for pitch contrasts in Mandarin.$^{[11]}$ Thai,$^{[15]}$ and Cantonese listeners.$^{[16]}$ Xi et al.$^{[13]}$ have found that categorical perception of lexical tones in Mandarin Chinese is perceived categorically.
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In cross-linguistic research studies, the tone perception abilities by native Chinese and Americans revealed that the pitch variation is perceived categorically by tonal language listeners but not by English language listeners. Similar effect was observed between listeners of Taiwanese and English language. Contrarily, some studies reported no such influence of linguistic experience on the categorical perception of pitch between listeners of Mandarin, Cantonese, and German languages. Other researchers also investigated the perception of pitch in listeners of tonal and nontonal language, and the overall results were inconclusive. It was noted that most studies used pitch contours for sounds which conveyed linguistic meaning. The pitch perception for continuum carrying nonmeaningful sounds was sparsely investigated, and hence, ruling out the role of linguistic interference on categorical perception was difficult, especially for tone language speakers. Researchers clearly indicated different perceptual processes for meaningful and nonmeaningful speech. Many researchers have investigated pitch perception using nonspeech stimuli, but assessment using speech stimuli was limited. Thus, there was a need to investigate the categorical perception of pitch in speakers of tonal language for meaningful and nonmeaningful stimuli. Considering the need, the present study assessed the effect of linguistic background (language tone), linguistic meaning, and pitch contour for the perception of pitch.

**Methods**

**Subjects**

In a standard group, participants from different linguistic background were compared for their pitch perception abilities. All participants were having normal hearing sensitivity (PTA <15 dB HL; SRT + 10 dB of PTA; SIS >90%) with no present or past complaint of psychological, neurological, or other associated pathology, at the time of testing. They were divided into two groups on the basis of their linguistic background. Group 1 involved native Mandarin (tonal language) listeners belonged to Beijing region of China. These listeners were available in Mysuru as a part of student exchange program of the university. Group 2 participants were native Kannada (nontonal language) listeners belonged to the Mysuru region of South Karnataka (India). The participants from similar origin were considered to rule out the dialectal variation in perception. Table 1 is showing the detailed participant distribution. Prior approval from the institutional ethical board to test human subjects was obtained, and informed written consent was attained from all the participants.

**Stimuli**

Six monosyllables were selected as stimuli for the present study. The selection of stimuli was such that it should be present in the syllabary of both Mandarin and Kannada language. Since Mandarin is syllabic language, i.e., minimal meaningful unit of language in Mandarin is a monosyllable, three selected stimuli were meaningful for the listeners of Mandarin language. These three selected stimuli were |ta|, |la|, and |da|. It was further considered that the pitch contours of these stimuli changes the lexical meaning of the syllable in Mandarin. For example, /tä/ (flat contour) means “he/she,” /tä/ (falling-rising contour) means “tower;”/tä/ (falling contour) means “to investigate;” and /tä/ (stressed “T”) is “a surname.” Complimentarily, syllables |to|, |lo|, and |do| were selected as they convey no meaning in Mandarin. These syllables were labeled as nonmeaningful syllables. The acoustic difference between the meaningful and nonmeaningful syllables was only with respect to the vowel (/a/to/o/). On the other hand, Kannada is word level language, i.e., minimum meaningful unit of language is a bisyllabic word in Kannada. Thus, the same syllables, i.e., /ta/ /la/ /da/ /to/ /lo/ and /do/ were selected as test stimuli. These syllables were nonmeaningful for the listeners of Kannada language.

**Recording and manipulating the stimuli**

A native female Mandarin speaker was asked to record each syllable in normal tone at a sampling frequency of 44.100 Hz. The fundamental frequency (F₀) for each syllable was maintained at approximately 300 Hz. The duration was kept constant at 200 ms. Each syllable token was then synthesized and two set of continuums with varying F₀ slope were constructed. In the first set, onset F₀ was varied from 150 Hz to 300 Hz while keeping the offset constant, and in the subsequent continuum, offset F₀ was varied from 300 Hz to 150 Hz while keeping the onset frequency as constant, in 15 equal steps of 10 Hz each. The onset and offset F₀ values were taken by acoustically analyzing the Mandarin participant’s speech while they were asked to utter the selected speech stimuli with a falling and rising contour (frequency normalized to nearest 10’s value). The result was two 15-step continuum with rising to falling tone contour (rising F₀ at one end point and falling F₀ at other end point) in one continuum and falling to rising tone contour in another continuum, for each syllable. The slope of pitch tire was varied systematically between +0.75 and −0.75 (with 0 being considered as flat contour, i.e., 0° slope and 1 being considered as the maximum possible slope, i.e., 90° slope). The slope value was also considered by acoustically analyzing
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**Table 1: Distribution of participants across groups**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male:female ratio</td>
<td>11:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age range (years)</td>
<td>18-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (years)</td>
<td>21.39±1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean PTA (dBL HL)</td>
<td>12.45±3.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean HFPTA (dBL HL)</td>
<td>14.97±4.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean IQ scores</td>
<td>98±8.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PTA: Pure tone average of hearing (average thresholds for 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz frequencies); HFPTA: High-frequency PTA of hearing (average thresholds of 8000, 10,000, and 12,000 Hz frequencies); IQ scores: Intelligent quotient scores (on Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-IV edition)
the speech samples of Mandarin participants. The detailed $F_0$ distribution along each step is plotted in Figure 1. Other spectral and temporal features were kept constant throughout the continuum. The entire stimuli were constructed using Praat software (University of Amsterdam) where the pitch tire of the original sound was estimated, and points along the pitch contour were varied systematically in a precalculated manner and normalized at 70 dB output SPL. In the Praat software, pitch tire of the syllables was extracted using “to pitch (autocorrelation)” method available in the periodicity option of the analysis toolbox. The pitch tire was then edited manually to vary the slope of the pitch.

Procedure
Each stimulus along the continuum was presented binaurally to the participants in random order using the personal computer in a quiet environment. Each stimulus was presented five times to ensure reliable responses. The output of the headphones (Sennheiser HD 205II) was monitored for 70 dB SPL (average most comfortable level) using sound level meter (B and K 2238, Mediator). The participants were instructed to label the sound in terms of either end point along the continuum (two alternative forced choice paradigm), i.e., either the sound is with rising continuum or the sound is with falling continuum or vice versa. For example, in rising to falling contour, the meaning of the word changed from one to another. For example, /la/ with rising contour means “to slash” and that with a falling contour means “solder.” Thus, in a rising to falling contour, the meaning of the syllable varied from “to slash” to “solder.” In a 2AFC stimulus paradigm, the listener has to indicate whether he/she heard as “to slash” or “solder.” The vice versa holds true for falling to rising contour. This holds true for meaningful stimuli only. For nonmeaningful stimuli, changing the pitch did not change the meaning of the syllable. Practice trial was given before the commencement of the actual test. In the practice trial, the syllable at both end points was presented and participants were asked to identify the stimulus. The percentage correct response was measured for each step along both the continuums. The categorical boundary was measured with the help of logistic regression using Prism software (GraphPad Software Inc., version 5.03).

The point where the participants identified the stimulus at one end point at least 50% of time and the point where stimulus was identified as belonging to other end point along the continuum at least 50% of time were calculated. The midpoint between these locations was defined as the categorical boundary, and the difference between these locations was defined as the width of the categorical boundary.

Data analysis
The $F_0$ values at the categorical boundary were averaged for five trials across each participant, for each syllable. The mean $F_0$ was categorized with respect to linguistic background (Mandarin and Kannada), linguistic meaning (meaningful and nonmeaningful), and pitch contour (rising to falling and falling to rising). The significance of differences was measured using univariate analysis of variance, where the responses were considered as dependent variables, and linguistic background, linguistic meaning, and pitch contour were fixed factors. Comparisons within pitch contours were made using Bonferroni’s post hoc test.

Results
The mean $F_0$ at the categorical boundary was represented as a function of linguistic background, linguistic meaning, and pitch contour in Figure 2. As evident, the mean $F_0$ at the categorical boundary was slightly different for the Mandarin and Kannada group. Results indicate no significant effect of linguistic background ($F [1, 592] = 2.051; P > 0.05$) and linguistic meaning ($F [1, 592] = 0.317; P > 0.05$), but the mean values were significantly different across pitch contour ($F [1, 592] = 11.889; P = 0.001; \text{R}_1^2 = 0.22$). Bonferroni’s post hoc test results revealed that the categorical boundary was shifted more toward the perception of stimulus with rising pitch, for both rising to falling and falling to rising pitch contours. The effect size was small, indicating that only 22% of total variance in perception may be attributed to pitch contour. On the superficial view, the results indicated that the categorical perception of pitch is independent of linguistic background and meaning of the stimulus.

Detailed analysis of the results revealed that the width of the categorical boundary was larger for Kannada than for Mandarin language group as evident from Figure 3. Figure 3a is representing the categorical boundary for /ta/ (meaningful for Mandarin listeners and nonmeaningful for Kannada listeners) and /to/ (nonmeaningful for both Mandarin and Kannada listeners); Figure 3b is representing the same for /la/ and /lo/; Figure 3c is representing for /da/ and /do/. For Mandarin participants, the categorical boundary varied approximately from step 7 to step 11 for the meaningful stimuli and from step 6 to step 13 for nonmeaningful stimuli, in the rising to falling contour. In falling to rising contour, the boundary varied approximately from step 5 to step 7 for meaningful stimuli and step 4 to step 9 for nonmeaningful stimuli. On the other hand, the categorical boundary range for Kannada group was approximately from step 5 to step 15 in the rising to falling contour.
contour and approximately from step 3 to step 13 in falling to rising contour, irrespective of linguistic meaning of the stimuli. The detailed description of the categorical boundary and the boundary width is shown in Figure 3. The standard deviation was also significantly more for Kannada than Mandarin participants ($P < 0.001$). Among the Mandarin participants, the standard deviation of $F_0$ was more for nonmeaningful stimuli than for meaningful stimuli, but no such differences were observed within Kannada participants.

**Discussion**

The present study highlighted the role of linguistic background (language tone), linguistic meaning, and pitch contour for the categorical perception of pitch. Pitch continuums for six monosyllables were constructed, among which three syllables were meaningful and remaining three were nonmeaningful. The meaningful syllables were those, where the pitch variation changed the linguistic meaning of the syllable in Mandarin language. The nonmeaningful syllables acoustically differed from meaningful syllables in terms of the difference in their vowel structure while keeping the consonantal portion of the syllable as same (for example, [ta] and [to] as meaningful and nonmeaningful syllables, respectively). This selection ruled out any inherent difference within the speech sounds and its effect on perception. The pitch contour was systematically varied in 15 steps along each continuum, and two complimentary contours were constructed one where the stimulus with rising pitch was at one end point falling pitch at other end point while keeping the offset constant and vice versa with onset being constant.

The results indicate that neither linguistic background nor meaning significantly varied the perception of pitch. However, standard deviation at the categorical boundary was wider and the width of the categorical boundary was more for Kannada language group. Boundary width is labeled as the region of ambiguity, i.e., the region along the continuum where the listeners were unsure about the exact categorization of the stimulus. Increased width indicated poorer performance of the Kannada participants and was related to the effect of linguistic background. Since, in Kannada language, the pitch variation does not change the meaning of the speech sound, exact categorization was difficult for its listeners. The finding was further strengthened by observing the individual responses at the categorical boundary across the five trials. The categorical boundary was relatively stable for Mandarin participants but highly variable for Kannada participants, indicating that they had more difficulty labeling the sounds on the basis of pitch contrast. The meaning of the stimuli also influenced pitch perception. The region of ambiguity was significantly wider for nonmeaningful than for meaningful stimuli, in Mandarin listeners. The difference was not observed for Kannada participants as all the syllables were nonmeaningful in Kannada language.

Multiple interpretations are drawn from these results. The pitch is perceived categorically, at least when there was a sharp change in the contour slope. The categorical perception of pitch is accurate for Mandarin listeners, whereas Kannada listeners were perceptually poor in categorizing pitch. Mandarin listeners perceived pitch changes as phonemic
whereas Kannada listeners relied more on psychoacoustic factors. Thus, the pitch is perceived categorically for Mandarin listeners whereas “quasi categorically” for Kannada listeners. These findings were consistent with other observations.

It was noted that despite lack of lexical tone contrast in Kannada language, the listeners were able to differentiate the tonal variation although not to a well-defined linguistic category. These differences pointed toward the listener’s ability to rely on different acoustic cues for pitch perception, depending on the linguistic background. The tonal language listeners used pitch contour as the acoustic cue whereas the nontonal language listener gave more importance to pitch height. The finding was strengthened by the observing wide categorical boundary for Kannada language listeners and narrower boundary for Mandarin listeners. Such reports were available for English–Mandarin/Cantonese listeners also.

Figure 3: Percentage correct responses for the identification of each point along the continuum as a function of linguistic meaning and pitch contour for the participants of both Mandarin and Kannada group for (a) /ta/-/to/ syllable; (b) /la/-/lo/ syllable; (c) /da/-/do/ syllable. The two line drawings (I and II) for each group and syllable are complementary to each other, where I represents 0%–100% correct responses across steps and reciprocally II represents 100%–0% correct responses across steps.
CONCLUSION

The results of the present study indicated that the language tone and linguistic meaning has no significant influence on the pitch perception. However, the categorical boundary was wider for Kannada language participants and for non-meaningful stimuli. On the other hand, pitch contour significantly affect the perception of pitch. Thus, it may be concluded that there are differential perceptual processes which are dependent on the native languages.
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